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MEETING
WEDNESDAY 21 JANUARY 2015

9.00 – 11.30 and 11.30 – 12.30 Coordinators meeting in camera
and 15.00 - 18.30 public meeting

THURSDAY 22 JANUARY 2015
9.00 – 12.30

Altiero Spinelli 5G3

Follow CONT meeting on the web

CONT committee website

Direct access to meeting documents

eMeeting

1. AGENDA

The draft agenda (in EN) was emailed to Members on
13 January 2015 and is in the file for this meeting.

Please be advised that the vote on Annual Report
2013 on the Protection of the EU's Financial Interests -
Fight against fraud was postponed.

2. CHAIR’S ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Chairman draws attention to the following points:

LANGUAGES AVAILABLE

FR, DE, IT, NL, EN, DA, ES, FI, CS, HU, LT, PL, SK, SL, BG, RO

WEBSTREAMING

The CONT meeting is webstreamed on the Europarl web-site.
Please be aware that each time a speaker activates the
microphone to make an intervention, the camera will be
automatically directed to the speaker.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2014_2019/documents/cont/oj/1045/1045353/1045353en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2014_2019/organes/cont/cont_20150121_0900.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/cont/home.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_2014/organes/cont/cont_7leg_meetinglist.htm
http://www.contnet.ep.parl.union.eu/contnet/
http://www.contnet.ep.parl.union.eu/contnet/
http://www.emeeting.ep.parl.union.eu/
http://www.emeeting.ep.parl.union.eu/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/portal/en
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Rapporteur:
Tomáš Zdechovský (EPP)

Administrator:
Philippe Godts

Exchange of views and consideration of a
working document, in the presence of the
Member of the European Court of Auditors
responsible, Kevin Cardiff

CONT Timetable:
Consideration of draft report on 2013
Commission Discharge - Part II - ECA Special
Reports: 23/02/2015

Deadline for amendments: 03/03/2015

Adoption in CONT: 23/03/2015

Plenary vote: April II 2015

3. SPECIAL REPORT NO 10/2014 (2013
DISCHARGE) "THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EUROPEAN

FISHERIESFUND SUPPORT FOR AQUACULTURE"

The subject of the ECA special
report was to answer the
question: "Did the European
Fisheries Fund offer effective
support for the sustainable
development of aquaculture?"
This was done by addressing
sub questions relating to the
design and implementation of
EU measures to support
aquaculture, and the results of
public funding.

The Court found that at EU level, measures to support the
sustainable development of aquaculture have not been well
designed and monitored. Concerning guidance on
environmental sustainability, the Court established that
sufficient guidance was given for Natura 2000 but not for
issues relating to the water framework directive, the marine
strategy framework directive and the environment impact
assessment directive.

At Member States level, measures to support the sustainable
development of aquaculture have not been well designed
and implemented. The lack of appropriate spatial planning,
coupled with complicated licensing procedures, acted as a
brake on sustainable development.

The Court found that the main objectives for growth in the
aquaculture sector have not been met to date, and the sector
has stagnated for many years. It is possible that the financial
and economic crisis contributed significantly to this
stagnation and the Court also discovered that projects
audited in the Member States visited were often poorly
selected. With some exceptions, audited projects often did
not provide the expected results, or value for money, and
contributed little to growth and employment.

WEDNESDAY 21 JANUARY 2015
9.00 – 11.30 public meeting

*** Voting time ***

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/124713/TOMAS_ZDECHOVSKY_home.html
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The Rapporteur endorses the main recommendations of the
ECA whilst noting that the Commission is developing the
requested guidance for the water framework and the marine
strategy framework directives. He welcomes that the
Commission took note of the recommendations related to
spatial planning and the need for administrative
simplification.

The Rapporteur urges the Commission to improve the
programme design, to ensure better implementation and to
re-shape its financial management.
He recommends that the Commission develop stronger
means of placing pressure on the Member States to obtain
reliable data and encourages simplification of administrative
procedures to secure high quality projects applying for
funding.

The Rapporteur's working document (EN) is available on the
CONT website.

The Rapporteur's conclusions will form part of the
Commission's discharge report for the financial year 2013.
Amendments may be tabled in this context and the deadline
will be the same as the Commission's discharge: 3 March
2015.

Administrator:
Mauro de Oliveira

Exchange of views and presentation of the
Landscape Review by the Member of the
European Court of Auditors responsible, Kevin
Cardiff

4. LANDSCAPE REVIEW - GAPS, OVERLAPS AND

CHALLENGES: A LANDSCAPE REVIEW OF EU
ACCOUNTABILITY AND PUBLIC AUDIT

ARRANGEMENTS

Landscape reviews are a
new product of the
European Court of
Auditors (ECA). They
consider broad themes
based on the Court’s

output and accumulated knowledge and experience. They are
intended to serve as a basis for consultation and dialogue
with the Court’s stakeholders. They enable the Court to make
observations on important matters related to its work.

The first landscape review addresses issues of EU
accountability and public audit arrangements.

In this case the aim was also to foster a debate about how the
EU and its institutions are accountable, and how their
accountability is supported by auditors.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/cont/working-documents.html
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The Court’s key conclusion of the Landscape Review is that
there are gaps and overlaps in accountability and audit
arrangements – and much of the Review is given over to
cataloguing the various arrangements in place for different
EU bodies and structure.

The review identified six main areas facing challenges in this
respect. These are:

1) Coordinated activities: the Union is responsible to
coordinate various EU activities, however the
accountability of such activities relies on a fragmented
scrutiny;

2) Multi-speed arrangements: describes those policies which
have a subset of Member States (MS's) participating (e.g.
Schengen area) that often result in complex governance
and scrutiny structures;

3) Partnerships with third countries: the Union partners with
a number of 3rd parties, such as international
organisations, and scrutiny often depends on the
agreements made with such third parties, and the quality
of the partner’s own governance and accountability
systems;

4) The EU institutional setup which comprises of up to 60
bodies facing different sets of rules for scrutiny by
parliaments and external audits;

5) Management of the EU budget: particularly for shared
management of the EU budget between the European
Commission and Member States, frontline governance
and scrutiny remains weak at MS level;

6) Results of non-budgetary instruments: the majority of EU
policies and instruments do not rely on the EU budget but
depend to a large extent on MS to use their national funds
to comply or to implement them. A more comprehensive
form of assessment of the results and outcomes is
necessary.

On the basis of its review, the Court observed also that the EU
response to the financial crisis led to more and new bodies
and structures, use of existing structures, new rules, new mix
of EU and non-EU instruments and that the shifts in
responsibilities, the accountability chain and the level of
democratic scrutiny over these new developments is still
being assimilated.

The Court proposes five tracks for reflection:
1) More collaborative scrutiny: Parliaments can surely work

closer together, and when choosing alternative
approaches;

2) Consistent and comprehensive arrangements: fragmented
scrutiny is the biggest ally of democratic deficits and
mistrust;
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3) Better frontline scrutiny at MS level for the EU budget;

4) Focus on results: in order to get a full picture Supreme
Audit Institutions (SAIs)  and Parliaments in MS have a
crucial role to play not in isolation but together;

5) Reduce audit overlaps by seeking areas for deeper
collaboration between SAIs.

Administrator:
Christian Ehlers

Exchange of views and presentation of the
Landscape Review by the Member of the
European Court of Auditors responsible, Igors
Ludboržs

5. LANDSCAPE REVIEW:MAKING THE BEST USE OF EU
MONEY: A LANDSCAPE REVIEW OF THE RISKS TO THE

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENTOF THEEUBUDGET

The Court’s Landscape
Review is designed to
provide a high level
perspective on a range
of issues related to the

Court's work. This second landscape review examines risks to
the financial management of the EU budget

Good public expenditure requires that taxpayers’ money is
spent on priorities decided as worthwhile and desirable by
society (through their elected representatives), that it
achieves its stated objectives in an efficient, effective and
economic manner, and that checks and balances ensure
proper democratic accountability and effective governance.

The ECA identified the following risks to good financial
management of the EU budget:

 is not spent as intended, for the purposes and
according to the rules established by the budgetary
authority (legality and regularity of expenditure);

 will not be accounted for properly in the annual
financial accounts (reliability of accounts);

 is not spent wisely, according to the principles of
sound financial management (economy, efficiency
and effectiveness); and

 EU spending may not add value and the expected
benefits may not materialise (EU added value).

When managing these risks the following matters, according
to the ECA merit specific attention:

http://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/LR14_01/QJ0214776ENC.pdf
http://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/LR14_01/QJ0214776ENC.pdf
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 complex European eligibility rules and additional
national legal provisions may increase the
administrative burden, could lead to poor targeting
of EU funds and may render management and
control systems less effective;

 EU public procurement directives aim to promote
integration of the EU economy by facilitating
cross border contracting and purchasing and making
these processes transparent. Not following these
rules and procedures may result in higher costs to
the public purse, poor competition, the rejection of
legitimate bidders, or additional costs and delays due
to cancellation of contracts;

 EU funds are spent via 28 national administrations
and many regional and local authorities with unequal
administrative capacity (skills and resources);

 The EU and national budgetary processes are
separate: they are carried out by different actors with
different priorities, and follow different cycles. This
may lead to duplications, gaps or contradictions
between the EU and national budgets;

 periods of economic slow-down may trigger
austerity measures, putting national administrative
capacity, co-financing and sustainability at risk; in
addition Member States may find it difficult to
honour multi-annual financial commitments;

 long periods of pre
possibility of error and loss, and make it especially
difficult to re-orientate activities to achieve
objectives;

 spending EU funds should offer clear and visible
benefits for the EU and for its citizens which could
not be achieved by spending only at national,
regional or local level;

 the Commission’s monitoring, financial and
performance management is often based on limited,
incomplete or unreliable information;

 financial corrections and recoveries are complicated
to administer and provide little incentive to Member
States to address weaknesses in their systems; in
some categories of spending, notably cohesion
policy, Member States may substitute rejected
expenditure with eligible spending.

In light of the risks, and the matters which merit particular
attention, the ECA recommended that the actors dealing with
the EU budget in their respective domains should focus on:
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 results and EU added value;
 performance management;
 budgetary management;
 control arrangements and the work of others; and

the mid-term review of the MFF.

6. COORDINATORS’MEETING

Meeting held in camera

Rapporteur: Ingeborg Gräßle
CONT Chair

CONT Vice-Chair responsible:
Martina Dlabajová (ALDE)

Administrator:
Christian Ehlers

Exchange of views with the Member of the
European Commission responsible for
Employment, Social Affairs, Skills and Labour

7. DISCHARGE 2013: EU GENERAL BUDGET -
EUROPEANCOMMISSION

WEDNESDAY 21 JANUARY 2015
15.00 - 18.30 public meeting

*** Voting time ***

WEDNESDAY 21 JANUARY 2015
11.30 - 12.30  Coordinators' meeting in camera

*** Voting time ***

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/124709/mep_home.html
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Mobility, Marianne Thyssen, in the presence of
the Member of the European Court of Auditors
responsible, Iliana Ivanova

CONT Timetable:
Consideration of draft report on 2013
Commission Discharge: 23/02/2015

Deadline for amendments: 03/03/2015

Adoption in CONT: 23/03/2015

Plenary vote: April II 2015

On 5 November 20414 the European Court of Auditors (ECA)
presented its Annual Report 2013. In chapter 6 (Employment
and social affairs) the ECA examined 182 transactions. The
European Social Fund (ESF) is the main tool for the
implementation of employment and social policy,
accounting for around 98 % of policy area spending in 2013.
The ECA estimates the most likely error rate to be 3,1%. Most
of the errors found in this policy area concerned ineligible
expenditure and failures to comply with public procurement
rules. The Court detected the reimbursement of ineligible
costs and incorrectly calculated costs in 28 transactions, 15%
of the 182 transactions audited. 26 of these transactions
related to ESF projects. Such errors account for 93% of all
quantifiable errors and make up approximately 93% of the
estimated error rate for this policy area.

Often national authorities had sufficient information (for
example, from the final beneficiaries, their auditors or from
the national authorities' own checks) to prevent, detect and
correct the errors before declaring the expenditure to the
Commission. If all this information had been used to correct
errors, the most likely error estimated for this chapter would
have been 1,3% lower, thereby pushing the most likely error
under the materiality threshold.

The documents of particular relevance for the exchange of
views as regards the 2013 Commission discharge are:

 The ECA's 2013 Annual Report - Chapters 1 and 6.
 The Commission's follow-up report COM (2014)607 final

and SWD (2014) 285 and 286.
 The Annual Activity Reports of DG Employment.

These documents are available on the CONT website.

For this meeting Members submitted 58 written questions. In
accordance with the timetable for the discharge procedure,
the written questions for this meeting were sent to the
Commission on 12 January 2014 and e-mailed to Members on
the same day.

The answers from the Commission should arrive on
19 January 2015 and will be emailed to Members
immediately.

It is proposed that today's hearing with the Commissioner
shall proceed as follows:

 Introduction by the Member of the European Court of
Auditors, who will present the findings of the respective
chapters of the Annual Report 2013,

 Commissioner in charge will reply to this introduction,

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/cont/publications.html?id=CONT00007
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 CONT Rapporteur and the designated Member/Vice-
Chair responsible for the hearing will put questions to the
Commissioner and the Court,

 Other Members will question the Commissioner and/or
the Court,

 Closing remarks by the CONT Rapporteur.

Rapporteur:
Zigmantas Balčytis (S&D)

Administrator:
Christian Ehlers

Exchange of views and consideration of a
working document, in the presence of the
Member of the European Court of Auditors
responsible, Oskar Herics

CONT Timetable:
Consideration of draft report on 2013
Commission Discharge - Part II - ECA Special
Reports: 23/02/2015

Deadline for amendments: 03/03/2015

Adoption in CONT: 23/03/2015

Plenary vote: April II 2015

8. SPECIAL REPORT 20/2014 (2013 DISCHARGE):
HAS ERDF SUPPORT TO SME'S IN THE AREA OF E-
COMMERCE BEEN EFFECTIVE?

E‑commerce technologies are
viewed as a way of accelerating
economic growth, of further
developing the Single Market and
of speeding up European
integration. The Commission has
therefore increasingly placed
importance on the need to foster
e‑commerce developments, in
particular through one of its
flagship initiatives, the Digital
Agenda for Europe (DAE).

The EU structural funds budget has devoted three billion euro
to the promotion of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) uptake by small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) during the 2007-2013 programming
period.

The European Court of Auditors' (ECA) recommendations:
1. The Commission should ensure that it obtains consistent

and reliable information from the Member States on the
Operational Programmes' (OP) progress, not only in
financial but also in performance terms. To this end, it
should:

a) assess the relevance of the result indicators
proposed, both when approving the OPs and
subsequent amendments;

b) design a monitoring system in such a way that
progress towards all target values set can be
measured in a timely way and allowing for
comparison over time;

c) suggest standard indicators relevant to EU
strategic objectives on e‑commerce.

2. The Commission should insist that the selection criteria
and procedures put in place by the Member States ensure
the selection of projects that maximise added value
among applicants in terms of fostering e‑commerce

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/96680/ZIGMANTAS_BALCYTIS_home.html
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development in SMEs and achieving the DAE targets
while, at the same time, ensuring such procedures are
appropriate to their targeted beneficiaries in terms of the
time and administrative work required. When selecting
projects, Member States’ authorities should, where
appropriate, require applicants to:

a) provide justification of the need to implement
the project concerned, ideally in the form of a
sufficiently detailed and realistic business plan;

b) demonstrate the financial viability of the
project;

c) demonstrate the need for public financial
support in order to avoid deadweight
spending;

d) incentivise project owners to take the
cross‑border dimension of their business into
account in order to fully exploit the
opportunities of the Single Market.

3. The Commission should require Member States’
managing authorities to put management tools in place
for the purpose of monitoring the impact of the grant on
the business development of the SME supported. It
should require in particular that:

a) a minimum set of robust indicators with related
targets are defined in the grant agreements,
measured and subjected to subsequent
monitoring, both once the project has been
implemented and is operational and at a later
stage, when its full impact is likely to have taken
effect;

b) wherever appropriate, a mechanism is
introduced that ensures that payments are
linked to performance and allows for their
adjustment in the event of serious
underperformance;

c) the necessary checks and controls are carried
out to ensure that the data entered into the
monitoring systems is reliable and consistent.

The ECA only published the special report on 7 January.
Therefore the working document will only be available for
the meeting in English and sent to Members as soon as
possible. Other language versions will be put on the CONT
website when they become available.

The Rapporteur's working document (EN) is available on the
CONT website.

The Rapporteur's conclusions will form part of the
Commission's discharge report for the financial year 2013.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/cont/working-documents.html
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Amendments may be tabled in this context and the deadline
will be the same as the Commission's discharge: 3 March
2015.

Rapporteur for the opinion:
Petri Sarvamaa (EPP)

Administrator:
Philippe Godts

Consideration of draft opinion

CONT Timetable:
Deadline for amendments: 27/01/2015

Adoption in CONT: 24/02/2015
Adoption  in AGRI: 05/05/2015

9. PROSPECTS FOR THE EU DAIRY SECTOR - REVIEW

OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THEDAIRY PACKAGE

Article 225(b) of Regulation (EU)
1308/2013 provides that the
Commission shall present a report
to the European Parliament and to
the Council by 30 June 2014 on the
development of the market
situation in the milk and milk
products sector assessing in
particular the effects on milk
producers and milk production in
disadvantaged regions and

covering potential incentives to encourage farmers to enter
into joint production agreements, together with appropriate
proposals.

The report is based on the replies given by the Member States
to a specific questionnaire as well as the notifications
provided for in the implementing rules.
The document is in the file for this meeting.

In this opinion, Petri Sarvamaa stresses in particular that the
price volatility issue is the main challenge faced by milk
farmers; he notes in this regard that the recent Russian
embargo on agricultural products has dramatically
demonstrated that the regulatory framework for dealing with
episodes of extreme market volatility should be reinforced
and recommends that, in order to prevent further market
instability, previous decisions on milk quotas should be
maintained and the milk quota system should not be
adjusted during the final year of the system.

He recommends that the Commission adopt clear objectives
as regards producer organisations, contracts and collective
negotiations; he looks favourably upon the setting up of a
Milk Market Observatory, but emphasises that there should
be a clear price and volume information tool that is useful to
farmers. He also recommends that the support coupled to
milk production and support related to milk production in
disadvantaged regions should be developed and maintained
within a long term strategic approach.

Deadline for tabling amendments: 27 January 2015, 12.00

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/112611/PETRI_SARVAMAA_home.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2014_2019/organes/cont/cont_20150121_0900.htm
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Rapporteur:
Ingeborg Gräßle (EPP)

Administrator:
Philippe Godts

Exchange of views with the Vice-President of
the European Commission responsible for
Budget and Human Resources, Kristalina
Georgieva, in the presence of the Members of
the European Court of auditors responsible,
Lazaros S. Lazarou and Henrik Otbo

CONT Timetable:
Consideration of draft report on 2013
Commission Discharge: 23/02/2015

Deadline for amendments: 03/03/2015

Adoption in CONT: 23/03/2015

Plenary vote: April II 2015

10. DISCHARGE 2013: EU GENERAL BUDGET -
EUROPEANCOMMISSION

The documents of particular relevance
for the exchange of views as regards the
2013 Commission discharge are:

 The ECA's 2013 Annual Report -
Chapters 1, 2 and 10.

 The Commission's follow-up
report COM (2014)607 final and
SWD (2014) 285 and 286.

 The Annual Activity Report of
DG BUDG.

These documents are available on the CONT website.

For this meeting Members submitted 80 written questions. In
accordance with the timetable for the discharge procedure,
the written questions for this meeting were sent to the
Commission on 13 January 2014 and e-mailed to Members on
the same day.

The answers from the Commission should arrive on
20 January 2015 and will be emailed to Members
immediately.
It is proposed that today's hearing with the Commissioner
shall proceed as follows:

• Introduction by the Member of the European Court of
Auditors, who will present the findings of the respective
chapters of the Annual Report 2013,

• Commissioner in charge will reply to this introduction,

• CONT Rapporteur,

• Other Members will question the Commissioner and/or
the Court,

• Closing remarks by the CONT Rapporteur.

THURSDAY 22 JANUARY 2015
9.00 – 12.30 public meeting

*** Voting time ***

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/28220/INGEBORG_GRASSLE_home.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/cont/publications.html?id=CONT00007
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Rapporteur:
Patricija Šulin (EPP)

Administrator:
Michal Czaplicki

Exchange of views and consideration of a
working document, in the presence of the
Member of the European Court of Auditors
responsible, Ladislav Balko

CONT Timetable:
Consideration of draft report on 2013
Commission Discharge - Part II - ECA Special
Reports: 23/02/2015

Deadline for amendments: 03/03/2015

Adoption in CONT: 23/03/2015

Plenary vote: April II 2015

11. SPECIAL REPORT NO 14/2014 (2013
DISCHARGE) "HOW DO THE EU INSTITUTIONS

AND BODIES CALCULATE, REDUCE AND OFFSET

THEIR GREENHOUSE GASEMISSIONS?"

The European Union is a
frontrunner in setting
environmental standards. However
in order to make the EU's
environmental policy credible, the
EU institutions and bodies need to
be at the cutting edge in designing
and implementing these policies.
As one of the priorities of the EU is
decreasing greenhouse gas
emissions, the Court of Auditors

decided to verify what are the EU institutions policies for
contributing to the Union's 2020 goal of reducing emissions
by 20% below the level of 1990.

The ECA arrived at the conclusion that the EU institutions
and bodies have no common approach to tackle greenhouse
gas emissions; moreover, the Commission has not proposed
any specific binding rules for the administrative activities of
the institutions and bodies. However, since 2005 the EU
institutions and bodies managed to reverse the trend of
increasing emissions related to their buildings. This was done
mainly due through the purchasing of green electricity but,
as the Court underlines, this is only a partial solution which
cannot be used as a tool for continuous improvement in
energy performance.

Six of the audited bodies and institutions (European
Council/Council of the EU, European Court of Auditors, EEAS,
European Aviation Safety Agency and European Medicines
Agency) did not report their emissions; the ones who did, did
not calculate or disclose their full extent. Consequently, the
full carbon footprint of the EU institutions and bodies
remains unknown and the patchy information available risks
undermining the credibility of reporting and mitigation
efforts.

The Rapporteur agrees with the Court's findings. Ms Šulin
believes that all the EU institutions and bodies should aim for
a common approach in their greenhouse gas emissions and
their possible reduction; in order to achieve it they need to
comprehensively calculate their greenhouse gas emissions
and should not refrain from publishing their results.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/125103/PATRICIJA_SULIN_home.html
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The Rapporteur believes that the European Commission, in
order to maintain its reliability in environmental negotiations
with third parties, should put more effort in collecting more
data on its own greenhouse gas emissions.

The Rapporteur invites those EU institutions and bodies who
have no European Eco-Management and Audit Scheme
(EMAS) certificate to consider applying for it promptly;
underlines however, that EMAS should be considered as a
tool to structure inter alia greenhouse gas emissions and
should not be considered as the sole ultimate goal of the
green policy of the institutions.

Ms Šulin welcomes the drop by 46.3% in greenhouse gas
emissions of the EP staff travel between the three places of
work during the audited period, which is foremost
attributable to the fact that the train travel largely replaced
plane travel; points out however that the missions outside
the three working places have increased the carbon footprint
of the EP by 9.6%.

The Rapporteur's working document (EN) is available on the
CONT website.

The Rapporteur's conclusions will form part of the
Commission's discharge report for the financial year 2013.
Amendments may be tabled in this context and the deadline
will be the same as the Commission's discharge: 3 March
2015.

Rapporteur:
Miroslav Poche (S&D)

Administrator:
Christian Ehlers

Exchange of views and consideration of a
working document, in the presence of the
Member of the European Court of Auditors
responsible, Karel Pinxten

CONT Timetable:
Consideration of draft report on 2013
Commission Discharge - Part II - ECA Special
Reports: 23/02/2015

12. SPECIAL REPORT 17/2014 (2013 DISCHARGE):
CAN THE EU’S CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE

INITIATIVE CONTRIBUTE EFFECTIVELY TO

MITIGATING CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL,
RADIOLOGICAL AND NUCLEAR RISKS FROM

OUTSIDE THEEU?

The European Union launched its
chemical, biological, radiological
and nuclear (CBRN) Centres of
Excellence (CoE) initiative
(hereinafter the initiative) in May
2010. The initiative is designed to
strengthen the institutional
capacity of non‑EU countries to
mitigate CBRN risks which, if not
countered, may constitute a
threat to the EU.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/cont/working-documents.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/124699/MIROSLAV_POCHE_home.html
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Deadline for amendments: 03/03/2015

Adoption in CONT: 23/03/2015

Plenary vote: April II 2015

With a budget of EUR 100 million for the 2010–13 period the
initiative is the single biggest measure of the long‑term
component of the Instrument for Stability (IfS). The IfS was
designed to provide the European Union with a new strategic
tool to address a number of global security and development
challenges. This included both short‑term and long‑term
measures with a budget of EUR 1 820 million for 2007–13 (73
% for crisis reaction and 27 % for crisis prevention). The IfS
provides non‑EU partner countries with technical and
financial assistance for risk mitigation and preparedness
relating to chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear
material or agents.

The main objectives of the EU CBRN CoE are to strengthen the
long-term national and regional capabilities of responsible
authorities and administrative infrastructure, and to support
and reinforce short-term response capabilities.
These objectives are addressed by:

 providing training and assistance to countries in the
implementation of international commitments to
mitigate CBRN proliferation risks,

 supporting national capacity to develop and enforce
legal, administrative and technical measures in relation to
CBRN proliferation risks,

 ensuring ownership and sustainability of training and
assistance activities through an integrated regional
approach, and

 providing a complete package of training and assistance
covering CBRN (e.g. export control, illicit trafficking, safety
and security, emergency planning, crisis response,
redeployment of scientists, storage and disposal).

The Rapporteur, amongst others:

 welcomed the chemical, biological, radiological and
nuclear (CBRN) Centres of Excellence (CoE) initiative; its
governance structure underlines the network character of
the initiative;

 noted that the initiative represents an innovative
approach providing for networking, regional and
international partnerships, consolidating, coordinating
and optimising existing capabilities in terms of expertise,
training, technical assistance or equipment;

 pointed to the fact that such structures are necessarily
complex, therefore difficult to set up and run effectively;

 was of the opinion that the prime value of this initiative is
its bottom-up approach, building on the experience of
the partner countries; the EU delegations should be
regularly informed and undertake to play a more active
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role in consultation with the respective partner country's
authorities;

 at the same time, would like to point out that respecting
partner countries' "ownership" of projects should not
prevent the Commission from making proposals which
would benefit from a joint response ( i.e. fighting the
outbreak of the Ebola epidemic);

 is convinced that projects should be selected in such a
way to allow for the limited amount available to be
concentrated on areas most relevant to EU security; in the
project selection European institutions could usefully
assume a clearing-house function;

 noted that the technical expertise of the regional
secretariats should be enhanced in order to facilitate the
identification of issues to be addressed through initiatives
as well as to improve the preparation and
implementation of individual projects;

 was of the opinion that the initiative might benefit from a
clearer distinction between the internal and external
dimension of CBRN actions

The English language version of the working document was
sent to Members on 13 January 2015. Other language
versions will become available as of 16 January.
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